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, ‘This .insentinn pertains to an improvement in the 
‘ drilling of boreholes, ‘such as .oil wells or seismic :shot 
‘heleahy the rotary drilling method, andparticularly 
to an improvement in such method ‘wherein ,gas, such 
.as an. t'aenihnstiensas, etc, is employed as the air 
leulating ?uid for cooling the drill bit and tor earryins 
‘to the @s‘uface the cuttings or particles dislodged byfthe 
snubs as drilling progresses- ' ‘ 

‘Until Quite reeently, ,a very high proportion of earth 
.berehales drilled-by the rotary drilling ineihadt were 
drilled ‘with a liquid, {such as 'Water, ‘brine; er ail, qr 
mint-u s thereof, either alone or in the .torrn of a mud 
laden quid. ‘In Iecent v‘years, ‘however, a considerable 
amountiaf-rataryldrillins has been done in Whieh ,air 
or gashcompressed to a ‘(suitable pressure, ‘has been used 
instea of liguid to circulate through the well and carry 
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‘the ease of ‘Well alterations in extremely mid 
.e‘limates- ‘ 

It .is vaniobject ‘of'jthis invention to ‘provide lim 
moved nietha? of drilling using gas as the simulating 
?uid, which vmethod does not require the use .of water 

her‘ an)"v other. liquid during any part of (the ‘drilling arsena 
tion. 

It is a thither object ‘of this ‘invehtiouto preside an 
iniprevedmethoti of shilling through sticky formations, 
such as damp“ clay formations, whichvare ‘.‘stnuck by ‘the 
drill bit during drilling by the rotary ‘drilling method in 

' Wlhieh .sasiis used as the circulating ?uid 
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,‘auteuttinssi Although vether ‘reasons may justify the < 
use 20f ah‘ qr ‘gas, instead 91f a liquid, as a drilling nun, 
the use thereof has been most prevalent in areas where 
water is scarce or unavailable so‘that it must be hauled‘in 
.m ‘the well site‘ pve‘r' great distances, and in those areas 

impossible or impractical. , 
Although drilling using :gas as ‘the circulating fluid 

has prayed ‘to be substantially ,as satisfactory,-nnder moist 
conditions,‘ as wheniliquid is used as‘ the circulating 
tlmuid,y.considerable di?icultfy has been experienced in drill 
ins threnaheertain types of formations, such as damp 
clay, which contain enough moisture such that the ina 
,terialicuttherefrommby the drill bit vis sticky andtends 
.to ffonn into relatively‘ large masses and adhere to the drill 
‘bit. It‘ has heentound that dry ;f0rma?0ns .o?cr no 
problem because the chips or ‘cuttings thereitom be 
$98.16 entrained in the circulating gas stream and are 

‘ d to the suface therehyL ‘0n the other "hand, for 
ns which ,contain water in substantial‘quantities 
0 problem {because the excess ofvwater causes 

talent-hem sneh ‘format-ions to assume the term 
91”» a ‘Mahmud, whieh can behreken up by the ,ilowing 

stream and carried to the suface the ‘form of 
droplets.‘ ’ V ‘ 

Prior to this invention, it was the practice, when using 
‘gas asthe circulating ‘fluid for a ‘drilling well, to main 

.a supply of water or other liquid attire ‘well site, 
and, when ‘a sticky ,feiinatian sneh as one eemprisins 
damp clay was struck, to ?ow into the gas supply line 
‘for circulation through the well, an amount of ‘liquid 
liu‘su?icient quantity to‘ form the material cut from'the 
formation into a thin mud capable of being borne to 
the surface by the circulating gas. ‘ 
While thismethod of drilling through formations com 

prisingvsticky materials has proved generally [satisfac 
tory it still has the disadvantage of requiring the pres 
ence lei Watehat the site ‘of ihe'herehnle, which may 
vbe extremely expensive or impractical, as in {the case 
where water is located only at a considerable distanee 

the site, or inev- be substantially impossible, ssin . 

re extreme cold makes the use of liquid drilliiigq?uids ‘ 
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pressor 13. 

Another object is to provide an improved method 
of drilling threngh sticky formations incident 10' the 
drilling of lhereholles by the notary ‘method using 
gas as the siren! tins p?uid. ‘by injecting a quantity as 
a ?nely divided .sQlid substance, such as any hast par 
tieiles, into the simulating gas stream during the. time 
when the drill bit vIis passing through such formations‘ " 

Other objects and advantages ef the invention willhe 
come .apparentufrom the ‘following description taken-in 
aenneetien with the appended drawing. » 
The drawing is a schematic .representatian partially 

in session, of equipment which may be einpjleyed inthe 
‘drilling of a borehole accordance with the .-_me!:hod 
of this invention 

Brie?y, this invention ‘is eoneierneti with an inn-nove 
ment in 'the method of‘ drilling ‘boreholes in the ‘earth by 
the rotary drilling j-method wherein _a gas, rather than ,a 
fliguid, is employed as the circulating medium ‘for carry~ 
ing‘to the suiace'lparticles of material dislodged ‘by the 
‘drill ‘bit during drilling-i fBartiema?y, the inventien. has 
‘.to do'jwith‘ facilitating drilling through sticky jforma‘ 
tons, such as danrpclay ‘formations, the cuttings of 
pwhichstendsto tormfinto large sticky masses and to ad-, 
'_‘here ‘to the ‘drill shit and to the walls of the borehole. 
According to this method, when formations of this type 
are struck by the drill ‘bit, :a quantity'of a ?nely divided 
solid dry substance is introduced into the gas stream, 
whereby 'to. ‘be carried to the sticky formation. It ‘has 
been found that, such particles carried by the circulating 
gas substantially-prevent the material cut'from sticky 
formations from ‘forming into large masses, and in 
stead cause them to term ‘into ‘pelletspcoatcd ‘by the 
‘particles, and which ‘have substantially no tendencyto 
stick to ‘each other or to the well “bore'or ‘drill-bit, ‘and 
whic'hare capable of being carried to the surface ‘by the 
circulating gas stream. ' " 

In the d'rIaWin-g'there is shown one embodiment of an 
apparatus which ‘may be employed in carrying out the 
method of this ‘invention. The ‘numeral 1 designates 
a ‘kelly to which is attached a drill string 2_ and drill 
"bit ,3 and which'is adapted to ‘be rotated by a rotary table, 
not shown, mounted in platform 4. The kelly 1 is con 
nected by‘ ‘a suitable ‘coupling 5 to a swivel 6 supported 
by a bail -7 from the hook 8 of a traveling block 9. The 
gooseneckjl‘o ofgswivel ,6hhas secured thereto one end 
of a ?exible vhose 11, the other end of ‘which is con 
nectedgwith a conduit 12 ‘which is adapted to be sup 
plied with air or other gas under pressure from com 

Preferably, , a gauge '14 is connected into 
conduit ‘1-2 for indicating the pressure existing therein. 

'So ‘far ‘as the purpose of this invention is concerned, 
it is immaterial whether compressor 13 is adapted to 
supply air, orjsome other gas to conduit 12, and also 
the pressure and‘ volume of gas which is adapted to be 
supplied by compressor‘ 13 and circulated through the 
system is immaterial so long as {such pressure and vol~ 
ume'iare withirinhe?ange normally employed in ‘drilling 
operations of this type. In a typical instance, it has-been 
--,fonnd satisfactory to ,einiileyv a ~ eatnpsesser wearable of 
‘delivering euhie. lteet of vass per minute at pres 
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sure of 25 p. s. i., gage, in drilling a hole of 4% inches 
diameter using a 2% inch, 0. D. drill stem. 
Conduit 12 is preferably provided with a lateral nipple 

15 to which is secured, as by ?anged connection 16, a 
metering dispenser 17 having a ?anged connection 18 
with a bin 19, which is adapted to contain a quantity of 
dust or similar ?nely divided solid dry particles 20 for 
introduction into conduit 12, as will be explained in more 
detail hereinafter. Bin 19 is provided with opening 21 
at its upper end to facilitate reloading of the bin as well 
as to maintain the interior of the bin at atmospheric 
pressure so that there will be no tendency to create a 
vacuum as the dust or other particles are dispensed there 
from by dispenser 17. ' 

Although the dispenser per se forms no part of the 
present invention, and while numerous other types of dis 
pensers might be suitable for use, one such as dispenser 
17 shown in the drawing is thought to be most satisfactory 
for use in connection with carrying out the method of 
the invention. It will be obvious that rotation of com 
partmented rotor 22, by any suitable manual or automatic 
means, not shown, will result in dispensing into conduit 
12 the contents of the several compartments 23 of the 
rotor which are in turn re?lled by gravity flow from the 
bin 19 upon continued rotation of the rotor. The ends 
and the radially outer edges of the compartment walls 24 
of rotor 22 are preferably provided with a lining of a 
suitable resilient packing material, not shown, having a 
tight ?t with the interior wall of the dispenser body 
whereby to form a seal therewith in order to isolate the 
interior of bin 19 from the pressure existing in conduit 12. 

In describing the method of the present invention in 
connection with the apparatus shown in the drawing, it 
will be assumed that drilling is progressing normally 
through formations other than one comprising moist clay 
or similar sticky material. Under such conditions air or 
gas would be ?owing from compressor 13 through conduit 
12, hose 11, swivel 6, the bore of kelly 1 and-drill pipe 2, 
thence into the borehole 25 through ports 26 in the drill 
bit 3 whence it will ?ow upwardly through the borehole 
and outwardly through nipple 27 secured in the wall of 
surface casing 28, and hose 29 to waste pile 30, carrying 
with it cuttings dislodged by the rotation of drill bit 3. 
During this time the rotor 22 of dispenser 17 is maintained 
stationary thus retaining the particles20 within bin 19 
and preventing their entry into conduit 12. 
Assuming that the drill bit 3 now strikes a formation 

comprising moist clay or a similar material which does 
not break up into small chips capable of being carried 
out of the borehole by the gas stream emerging through 
ports 26, that fact will be indicated by an increase in pres 
sure in conduit 12 as shown by pressure gauge 14. This 
increase in pressure is brought about by the fact that 
sticky materials of the nature of moist clay seem to form 
into large masses which adhere either to the drill stem 
and to the wall of the borehole, thus obstructing the 
escape of the gas upwardly, or else adhere to the drill bit 
clogging the ports and thus preventing the escape of the 
circulating gas therethrough. Substantially immediately 
upon noting a sustained rise in pressure in conduit 12 as 
indicated by pressure gauge 14, the drill bit is lifted suf 
?ciently to raise it clear of the troublesome formation in 
order to permit re-establishment of normal circulation of 
the gas, and thereafter rotation of rotor 22 of dispenser 
17 is commenced whereby to dispense into the gas ?owing 
through conduit 12 a quantity of the particles 20 con 
tained in bin 19. After waiting a suf?cient time, de 
pending upon the rate of flow of the circulating gas and 
the depth of the troublesome formation, for the solid par 
ticles dispensed from bin 19 to reach the drill bit and be— 
gin being exhausted therefrom, drilling is recommenced, 
with the drill bit being advanced through the sticky for 
mation. ~ 

It has been found that ?nely divided solid dry particles 
thus discharged through the ports of the drill bit into con 
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tact with formations comprising sticky material become 
intermixed with the material and form a coating thereon 
which prevents it from sticking either to itself to form 
large masses, or to the drill bit or walls of the borehole. 
The combination of the action of the drill bit, the agita 
tion caused by the flowing gas, and the presence of the 
?nely divided solid particles results in the material cut 
from sticky formations being formed into relatively small 
substantially dry pellets having a coating of the ?nely 
divided particles, which pellets are capable of being lifted 
to the surface'and discharged to the waste pile by action 
or" the gas rising through the well bore. 

Since the nature of the troublesome sticky for 
mations which may be encountered, but which may be 
drilled through in accordance with the method of this 
invention may vary widely as to moisture content, ad 
hesive and cohesive tendenices, and other characteristics, 
and since the nature of the ?nely divided solid particles 
which may be available for use may vary considerably, no 
de?nite limitations which would be valid for all cases can 
be placed upon the amount of the ?nely divided material 
which must be dispensed into the ?owing gas stream. In 
general, the rate of dispensing the ?nely divided particles 
into the gas stream should be high enough to prevent any 
substantial increase in the back pressure on conduit 12 
over that existing when drilling is in progress through 
normal dry formations. This will indicate that the ma 
terial is being disintegrated into small enough non-sticky 
pellets to facilitate removal to the surface by the circu 
lating gas, since otherwise material accumulating in the 
bottom of the borehole in a large mass would obstruct 
the ?ow of gas, causing the pressure in conduit 12 to rise. 
The dispensing of the particles into the gas stream should 
be continued until the drill bit has completely penetrated 
the troublesome formation, as will be indicated by the 
nature of the cuttings exhausted from exhaust hose 29. 

Although the substance comprising the ?nely divided 
solid particles 20 should preferably be one which is highly 
moisture adsorbent, such as fuller’s earth or activated 
bauxite, substantially any ?nely divided solid substance 
may be used for this purpose provided only that it is of 
such a nature as to adhere to and form a coating on, 
sticky earth materials, such as moist clay. Other mater 
ials suggested for use, although the list is not intended 
in any manner to be exhaustive, are ?nely divided par 
ticles of substances such as limestone, sandstone, talc, 
chalk, gypsum, dry clay, and sand. Preferably the ma 
terial should be in the form of a ?ne dry dust with par 
ticle sizes on the order of 100 mesh, although satisfactory 
results may be obtained with particles ranging to the size 
of coarse sand. 
From the foregoing it will be seen that this invention 

provides a method for drilling through sticky formations, 
such as moist clay, while using gas as vthe circulating 
?uid, by introducing into the ?uid dry solid particles in 
sufficient quantity to render the sticky material substantial 
ly non-sticky and to cause it to form into pellets of rela 
tively small size which can be borne to the surface in sub 
stantially the same manner as cuttings dislodged from 
other types of formations. 

It will be obvious to those skilled in the art that vari 
ations in the disclosed apparatus and method may be 
made without departing from the spirit and scope of the 
invention. Therefore, the invention is not to be con 
sidered as limited in accordance with the foregoing de 
scription but only in accordance with the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. In the rotary drilling of boreholes wherein gas is 

used as the circulating fluid for carrying drilled material 
from the borehole, the method of drilling through a for 
mation comprising moist clay or similar cohesive and 
adhesive material which tends to form into large masses 
and to stick to the drill bit and drill stem and thus resist 
removal to the surface by said circulating ?uid, which 
method includes the step or introducing into said ?uid dur 
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ing the time when the drill bit is passing through said 
formation an amount of ?nely divided solid dry particles 
of a substance capable of adhering to said material in 
suf?cient quantity to cause said material to form into 
relatively small non-sticky masses having a coating of said 
particles and capable of being borne upwardly out of said 
borehole by said circulating ?uid. V 

2. In the rotary drilling of boreholes wherein gas is 
used as the circulating ?uid for carrying drilled material 
from the borehole, the method of drilling through a for 
mation comprising moist clay or similar cohesive and 
adhesive material which tends to form into large masses 
and to stick to the drill bit and drill stem and thus resist 
removal to the surface by said circulating ?uid, which 
method includes the step of introducing into said ?uid dur 
ing the time when the drill bit is passing through said for 
mation an amount of a ?nely divided dust of a substance 
capable of adhering to said material in sufficient quantity 
to cause said material to form into relatively small dust 
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coated non-sticky masses capable of being borne upwardly 20 
out of said borehole by said circulating ?uid. 

6 
3. In the rotary drilling of boreholes wherein gas is 

used as the circulating ?uid for carrying drilled material 
from the borehole, the method of drilling through a for 
mation comprising moist clay or similar cohesive and 
adhesive material which tends to form into large masses 
and to stick to the drill bit and drill stem and thus resist 
removal to the surface by said circulating fluid, which 
method includes the step of introducing into said ?uid 
during the time when the drill bit is passing through said 
formation an amount of a ?nely divided dust of a moisture 
adsorbent substance capable of adhering to said material 
in sufficient quantity to cause said material to form into 
relatively small dust-coated non-sticky masses capable of 
being borne upwardly out of said borehole by said cir 
culating ?uid. 
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